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ABSTRACT 

Traditionally, in composite part design, stress analysis and design definition are frozen before the 
part definition is passed on to manufacturing. As a result problems inherent to manufacturing are 
unveiled late in the process, and design changes are expensive and often do not fit into the 
schedule. The aerospace industry is expressing needs for design optimization and design for 
manufacture with the aim of producing lighter, cheaper and more efficient components.  

The approach undertaken in CADFiber, the software suit developed by Coriolis Composites in 
France, is to capture in the CAD/CAM model, knowledge, constraints and design objectives for 
the optimization of the design. From an early stage of the design process, evaluation of the 
composites laminate properties is necessary for feeding the optimization loop. Gap density, fiber 
orientation, material isotropy, steering radius, bridging and manufacturing cycle time estimations 
are identified as the principal drivers leading to optimal design. Study of the effect of fiber 
placement singularities is proposed by Croft [1]. 

The proposed framework aims to encapsulate stress, design and manufacture objectives in a 
common flexible environment, thus enabling the optimization process.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Automated Fiber Placement process creates gaps in the laminate. At the crossing of 
converging courses, tow drops leave areas of voids called gaps. Non-developable geometry can 
force tows to steer, making wrinkles and twists.  

The covering of the surface mold with parallel courses can rapidly move the fiber orientation 
from its initial direction. Fiber orientation is measured by the mean of a rosette transfer alongside 
the tow and is referred to as fiber angle deviation. The list above is not exhaustive; other criteria 
can be added to the equation, however this report will focus on those only. 

AFP programmers of airframe structures find themselves in the awkward situation of dealing 
with a number of constraints and thus are forced to carry out countless iterations in order to meet 
the requirements placed by design, stress and manufacturing.  

The complexity, together with the number of parameters and the conflicting nature of the design 
objectives are pushing developments towards automation of the design iterations. Ongoing work 
at Coriolis Composites proposes the implementation of a framework for the optimization of 
composites structures manufactured with AFP machines. 
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2. MANUAL PART OPTIMIZATION 
In order to understand the nature of the optimization problem, an optimization scenario is rolled 
out on a genric part. A cone shape surface is set to represent the family of airframe fuselages. 
The effect of tow width is presented in paragraph 2.1.1, but ¼” tow is selected for the remainder 
of this study.  

2.1 The effect of fiber angle deviation on gap density 

Gaps left by tow drops are due to the straight cutters present in all standard AFP delivery heads. 
Gaps marked with black triangles in Figure 1 vary in size and number with the angle of the 
incident tow. As the angle gets steeper, the number of tows dropped rises and the gap area of one 
individual two drop decreases. 

2.1.1 Single gap 

At an early stage in the product definition, it is necessary to look at the gap variation law as a 
function of the maximum fiber angle deviation and tow width (Figure 2). This will guide in the 
selection of material and technology depending on the expected laminate properties and other 
considerations such as material cost or layup deposition rate. 

 

Figure 2. Gap area vs. fiber angle deviation for various tow widths 

Figure 1. Gaps left by tow drops 
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2.1.2 Multiple gaps 

Measuring the gap area of a single tow drop does not give sufficient information on the laminate 
properties. In a zone of 8” by 12” similar to Figure 1, the void ratio and number of tow drops are 
put in the graph Figure 3. In the analysis zone, the void ratio is constant between 3deg to 12deg 
of angle deviation while the number of tow drops is increasing linearly. This would mean that 
the angle deviation has no influence on gapping. Looking at yet a wider picture, things are 
different as the angle deviation dictates the number of cut pieces in the part. 

 

2.1.3 Parallel propagation and ply subdivision 

On doubly-curved surfaces, the possibility to cover a ply with most parallel courses is limited by 
the given angle deviation tolerance value.  Ply covering algorithms work around this value to cut 
pieces in the part. The sub-division of the ply boundary is called sectors and courses are all 
parallel within a sector. 

 

Figure 4. Sectorisation of a cone with angle deviation 12deg max on the left and 3deg max on the right 
 

Figure 3. Void ratio and tow drop number inside a 8" x 12" zone 
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Figure 4 shows the sectorization of a cone with an angle deviation max of 12deg (left side of the 
picture) and angle deviation max of 3deg (right side of the picture). With a greater angle 
deviation tolerance value, sectors are wider and fewer thus giving less gaps in the laminate. Gap 
ratio of the cone sectorization with angle deviation values ranging from 3deg to 12deg is shown 
Figure 5. The gap ratio in the ply is nearly reduced four times by going from 3deg to 12deg of 
angle deviation tolerance. 

Figure 5. Gap ratio of the cone sectorization with various angle deviation values 
 

It should be noted that increasing the angle deviation tolerance also has the negative effect of 
degrading material properties. Part performance optimization will balance material modulus loss 
with high angle deviation values between modulus loss with low angle deviation values. 

2.2 Rosette transfer tweaking 

Rosette transfers serve the purpose of construction constant direction curves on mold surfaces as 
well as measuring angle deviation of curves. The angle deviation tolerance is principally used to 
limit courses parallel propagation, but it can also be used to transform the rosette matrix in order 
to limit fiber steering and / or improve parallel propagation. The optimization scenario described 
in Section 2 gets more complicated as the tolerance value limits deviation in forward propagation 
and parallel propagation. Since the fiber should not bust the given angle deviation tolerance, two 
rosette systems are uses. A fixed reference rosette system is used for measuring angle deviation 
and another flexible one is used for the construction of curves. 

2.2.1 0deg Ply optimization 

In the example developed in this section is the optimization of a 0deg ply. The main objective of 
the optimization is reducing the number of sector cuts hence gap ratio. The start angle deviation 
tolerance is set to 6deg. The value should be the optimum fund in section 2 results. The reference 
rosette is aligned with the cone axis and the flexible rosette is rotated around the Y axis by 
increment. The number of sector cuts is reduced to 11 with a rosette transformed by 4deg (Figure 
6). This optimization offers a significant performance gain while without compromising on the 
maximum angle deviation allowance. 
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Figure 6. Ply 0deg rosette optimization 

2.2.2 90deg Ply optimization 

Here the optimization objective is reducing tow steering in the 90deg direction. A rotated rosette 
around the Y axis will reduce steering [3] while constraining parallel propagation. Steering 
reduction is often critical in the AFP process as it is an important aspect of the part quality. 
Figure 7 shows the best compromise is found with a rosette transformation of 3deg. The number 
of sector cuts remains none and minimum steering radius goes from 2.5m to 3.5m. 

Figure 7. 90deg ply optimization 
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2.2.3 Shearing verification 

Shearing is the result of the angle deviation tolerance used in ply construction. Shearing angle is 
the angle difference between ply nominal direction and fiber angle measured at the crossing of 
fibers, see Figure 8. 

 

The maximum shearing angle of the optimized 0deg ply and the optimized 90deg ply is 9deg as 
shown in Figure 9. Since the angle deviation tolerance was set at 6deg, the maximum shearing 
angle is therefore 12deg. However because the angle deviation is signed (+/- 6deg), it can happen 
that fiber direction rotation share the same sign, hence giving lesser shearing angle than 
expected. The shearing behavior is difficult to predict on complex geometry. It is often necessary 
to perform a complete fiber simulation to get accurate measurements. 

Figure 9. Shearing angle of optimized 90deg ply and 0deg ply 

Figure 8. Shearing angle measure 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
The optimization scenario described in this paper proved that part performance can be improved 
in terms of gap ratio, fiber steering and fiber angle deviation. The angle deviation tolerance 
parameter has been used to best suit forward propagation and parallel propagation. On the 
generic cone example used here, optimization has given a 28% gain in steering, and a 38% gain 
in sector cuts, while maintaining a sheering angle below 9deg. 

The main observation made in the cone scenario is that optimization objectives are diverging. 
Gap ratio, angle deviation and steering work against each other and an optimum is a compromise 
between the three. Depending on the requirements placed by stress, design and manufacturing, 
the optimization objectives should be prioritized. Also, the experiment showed that the solution 
space is finite, an optimum exists and the effects of angle deviation tolerance on the laminate 
properties can be measured. 

The cone does not reflect on the level of complexity encountered in real life engineering. As part 
complexity rises, manual optimization becomes cumbersome and might not lead to optimal 
results. This leads to the conclusion that optimization of an AFP part design is a good candidate 
for automation. 

4. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK 
The need for optimization of composite structures manufactured with AFP is promising gains in 
the laminate mechanical properties as well as producing cost effective components.  Figure 10 
represents the interactive nature of the part design objectives. 

 

Research in the field of flexible optimization [2] tells that optimization engine tools such as 
genetic algorithms are adequate for solving multi-objective and multi-constrained problems such 
as this. 

Figure 10. Optimization framework 
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